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In a room packed with colleagues, advocates, and family members at the Association of University Centers on Disabilities
(AUCD) Honors Celebration in Washington, D.C., Dr. Judith Holt was presented the George S. Jesien Distinguished
Achievement Award on November 7. The award recognizes “a distinguished career of excellence and leadership in
support of AUCD’s mission to advance policy and practice for and with people living with developmental and other
disabilities, their families and communities”. Jesien, a former AUCD Executive Director, presented the award in a
powerful speech outlining Holt’s impressive achievements, stating “Judith Holt is a quiet leader whose full impact can
only be seen by the tracks she has left throughout many states in this country, and the brilliant manner in which she
has pulled together partners.... She has championed unserved, underserved, cultural and ethnically different groups,
promoted students and created change for untold numbers of individuals.” Judith Holt accepting the George S. Jesien
Distinguished Service Award[/caption] Holt’s career in the AUCD network spans decades, including time as the Associate
Director at the University of Arkansas, 15 years as the Director of Interdisciplinary Training at the CPD, and a recent
two-year stint as CPD interim Executive Director. She is also an Associate Professor in the Department of Special
Education and Rehabilitation at USU and is an adjunct professor in the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Utah
Medical School Health Sciences Center. Jesien also cited Holt’s leadership in the Utah Regional Leadership Education
in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities (URLEND) program which she helped establish in 2001 as a model
multi-state LEND collaborative, providing LEND training across the rural West using a variety of training modalities and
distance education tools to reach trainees and practitioners who would not otherwise have access to interdisciplinary
training experience. For the past decade, Holt has served as the Co-Director of the URLEND program and her colleagues
agree that the success and growth of the program is largely the result of her outreach efforts and ability to facilitate
large interdisciplinary teams of faculty and students. An anecdote submitted by current CPD director, Dr. Matt Wappett
nominating Holt for the award tells the following story. “Judith originally had a background in early childhood, but her
introduction to the UAP [currently UCEDD] system in the early ‘90’s forced her to take on a more flexible attitude. One
of Judith’s initial assignments at the University of Arkansas was to support the very active independent living movement
in the state. Judith’s first project was to work with Richard Petty and Mainstream, an advocacy#oriented center for
independent living in Little Rock, to orchestrate a protest of then Governor Bill Clinton’s proposed cuts to Medicaid in the
state of Arkansas. She helped activists occupy Governor Clinton’s office and chain themselves to his desk. Judith was the
go-between, and surreptitiously sneaked in food and water for the activists in her kids’ school backpacks for the duration
of the protest. This experience became the jumping off point for Judith’s enduring commitment to the independent living
movement.”
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Referencing a quotation from Ralph Nader as the perfect description of Holt’s work, Jesien closed his remarks, “‘The first
function of leadership is to produce more leaders and not just followers.’ Judith Holt has, and I hope will continue to leave
a trail of new leaders everywhere she sets foot.” During Holt’s acceptance speech, she took the opportunity to emphasize
the importance of full inclusion, “I think the most remarkable thing I’ve learned in this network is how important the word
‘all’ is. All means all people, all ages, all races and ethnicities. It doesn’t just mean a select few…we are partners with all
of the folks who are looking for the same kind of things in our lives, in community participation, and in happiness.”


